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The Italian Intellectuals and Politics 
Hideko MAGARA * 
明1have fully realized this time that the Italian left does not seriously 
try to take 0伍ce."
Massimo CacciarP 
(Philosopher and Mayor of Venice) 
after the historical elections in 
March 27-28， 1994 
INTRODUCTION 
Shortly after the European elections on June 12， 1994， Achi1e 
Occhetto， ex-Ieader of the Democratic Party of the Left (Rαrtito 
Democratico della Sinistra， PDS) held himself responsible for the 
crushing defeat and resigned his post. 
In announcing his resignation， Occhetto reminisced: "After the 
Berlin Wal1 broke down in 1989， the condition for the left has been 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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terrible. In such a difficult situation， 1 boldly changed and reshaped 
His recollection， or self-1 did very well actually." the party. 
vindication， seemed to reveal the impasse of the Italian left， espe-
cially just after a string of disastrous defeats in the historical general 
Not elections of March and the European elections of June， 1994. 
only the 1talian left， but also the German， French and Spanish leftist 
parties severely lost in the latter elections. 
WhiIe the so-called crisis of ideology， or end of ideological con“ 
de-that said IS it and recognized been has long frontation 
ideologization accelerates among people in advanced societies， others 
do not agree. 1n his latest booklet， Destra e Sinistra2 (Right and Left)， 
Norberto Bobbio claims that ideology， far from closing， iscalled 
This booklet ranked on the top best seller in upon more and more. 
Expressed a la Bobbio， "the tree of ideology is ltaly for weeks. 
always fresh and green"3. 
This paper examines how the ltalian inteIlectuals have been 
reacting to the leftist difficulties after 1989， and how the left has tried 
to recover their lost identity by reviewing works written by Italian 
How scholars and journalists within and outside the Ieftist parties. 
do they rebuild the ragion d'essere for the 1talian left in the "post-
era， reflecting new philosophical trends advocated by Gramsci" 
British and American scholars such as Steven Lukes， Adam Przewor-
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
ski， Richard Rorty and Michael Waltzer? How do they cope with the 
breakdown of solidarity and a sudden resurgence of individualism in 
Norberto Bobbio， 194. Destra e sini<;ira: ragioni e s伊ujicatidi una 




advanced societies? Where do they locate "work" and "workers" in 
the civil society? 1 will also examine whether or not these intellectual 
At the same e妊ortsare effectively adopted in actual party politics. 
time 1 will investigate the impact of socio-economic change in the 
1980s on Italian politics and reveal a hidden dimension behind the 
party's overwhelming defeat in the 1994 elections骨
ILLUSION AND DISINCANTO 
The Eastern European lesson of 1989 made the Western intellec帽
tuals feel acutely that the old socialist rhetoric was no longer usefuL 
Richard Rorty， for instance， claims that they should stop holding up 
infeasible ideals and stop considering it the intellectuals' role to 
radically criticize existing institutions with abstruse expression. 
Instead， Rorty argues that they should assert that our society con-
tains a certain degree of inequality and that they can build a better 
On such a basis， criticism toward the existing institutions society. 
They must present new would be reformist rather than radical. 
Rorty emphasizes that the concrete institutions as alternatives. 
intellectuals should devote their energies not to philosophy but to 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?reformist legislation， not to academic arguments but to the actual 
elections， not to ideological criticism but to a scenario for real 
change.4 
The col1apse of Eastern Europe， the defeat of the socia!ist project 
in a social democratic vision， the difficulties of the welfare state， the 
in Giancarlo 
Roma: Donzelli editore. 
"Canteremo nuove canzoni?" Richard Rorty. 193. 
Bosetti， a cura di， Sinistraρunto zero. 
4 
decline of industrial workers， and the end of economic growth which 
formed the base for the left， crisis of social democratic parties in 
Europe， and the inability to present an alternative: AlI of these 
factors suggest that the cleavage which has emerged in the socialist 
Giancarlo Bosetti， sub‘editor of PDS ideal can never be mended. 
daily L 'Unita， fundamental1y reexamines the meaning of today's left 
in his edited book， Sinistra Pzmto Zem， which contains insightful 
1n his thesis， essays by leading Italian and foreign intellectuals. 
Bosetti asserts that socialism can never be a political core of the Jeft 
again.5 
If the left has a future， itneeds to redefine its relationship with 
socialism and the labor movement at least from a historical perspec-
Three questiol1s must be assessed: the first question concerns tive. 
the heavy effect of the communist col1apse in the Eastern countries 
011 the social democratic parties in the West， evel1 though the socialist 
parties have not shared their historical experiences with commul1ism 
The second (on the contrary， they have been confrol1tational). 
question concerns the empirical balal1ce of social democratic parties 
Thirdly， the social subject based 011 socialist in iJ.，T estern coul1tries. 
thought broke down either in social democratic or in Marxist visiol1s 
Close attentiol1 should be paid to the political norm which has 
persuaded milliol1s of people to devote their el1ergy to the ultimate 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? goal ()f socialism; that is the emancipation of human beings through 
spontaneity and the capacity to mobilize consensus.6 
Roma: Donzelli 
Giancarlo Bosetti， 1993. "Introduzione‘ La crisi in cielo e interra" in 
Giancarlo Bosetti， a cura di， Sinistraρzmto zero 
editore. p.29. 
5 
Farewell to Grand Theory 
The communist downfal1 was supposed to bring new opportl1nities 
for the democratic left. Its short term effect so far， however， has only 
raised VariOllS questions: historical "orientation"， economic planning 
by the state， market vallle and efficiency， the future of nationalism， 
Michael Waltzer addresses new questions instead of and so on. 
answering the above: what is the leftist configuratiol1 capable of 
respol1ding to these inquiries? What type of politics is possible for the 
Howare What kinds of groups does it consist. of? left at present? 
What is the best option for the left? Waltzer tries they organized? 
to describe the existing left by pre弓entingtypologies as precise as 
possible: a sectarian left， al1 old left， a left of new social movement， 
a commllnitarian left and a post.modern !eft.7 
If the "antagonism" to capitalism held by these various existing 
left groups is directed to the concentration of economic power and 
However， for similar issues， there is no need to counterargue. 
Salvatore Biasco， Professor at the University of Rome "Sapienza" 
and an economic adviser to the PDS. a view like “capitalism does not 
mean the termination of history" as a criteria of political clirection is 
tota11y useless. Biasco argues that our horIzon just draws an arc over 
two generations， beyond which there is nothing but a utopia or a ? ? ? ? ? ?
??
c1ream. What the reformist activities introduce is transformation and 
new principles. A new framework， within which two generations can 
live would ¥Vork better in a mixec1 eC0!10my contro11ec1 by regulations 
ibid. p. 1 i.
Michael Waltzer. 193. "La sinistra che cγ， inGiancarlo Bosetti， a 
lミoma:DonzelIi editore. cura di， Sinisfraρunto zcro. 
7 
and Iimitations on economic activities. lt would protect the equilib-
rium between the collective Interests and powers and would be 
It would contain markets and characterized by strong solidarity. 
interests as the main spring for accumulation. He specifical1y claims 
A certain kind of Ieftist that the so-called terza via does not exist‘ 
formulae has often created an impression that the left is stil un鈎
Biasco asserts that the left skilled in facing and controlling reality. 
should get started on the goal of controlIing reality. 
代Theleft shouJd claim， with an absolute clarity， how they would 
manage the public strllcture and the economy， how they suppose the 
They should obtain citizens' organization of public life ShOllld be. 
consensus above 50% (actllally through alliances). In order to stand 
for 0伍ce，it is necessary to recognize that the left can onJy be 
legitimized by winning pllblic consensus in terms of its ability to 
realize its own projects， to organize the society and to challenge the 
administrative machine‘ The left ShOllld stop making internal-ritlla1-
The like programs which merely represent a list of their desires. 
moral crisis and the economic crisis in Italy have long been thOllght 
to automatically create the conditions for a hegemonic change in the 
However， this is nothing but an illusion.8" system. 
Biasco warns of an excessive ideological inclination and tries to 
Clt a leftist pa仕1in a steady heap of e任ectivepolicies. 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
For Rorty a1so， such a tendency of the left to lay disproportionate 
emphasis on ideology appears to be a target of his severe criticism. 
8 Salvatore Biasco. 190. 官 riformismoper I'interdipendenza" in 
Gianfranco Polillo e Pietro Valenza， a cura di， Noi riformisti :抑runa 
Napoli: Cuen. p. 27-28. cultura di go智ernodel.αsinistra. 
to 
a Marxist successor. i.ιa 
thぞlefthas stil been looking fOi 
theo1'εtical model which places our 
context. Thεintellectuals want to reach a 
levelof For Rorty， thεre is nothing more b乳nalthan 
to state 村とや 守とnerou日， 1忠告白 He cleaτly 
a maXl!1Um p1'のgram令 誌のcial and historic乳i
philosophy.9 
Notεwo1'thy Is a reformist recognitio!1 that the ltaiian leit should 
b日emancipated1rom the notion that has been overspreading them， i.
e. the idεa of てprimacyof politics"， which place日the political party as 
a collectivityωf intellect， respo!1sible for the direction of historical 
anく1class This ひfぞそprimacyof 
poJitics" rとlegatesconcr己tepolicies to a seco!ldary position and 
eventually limits the possibility ()f leftist reform.l(' He1'e an extreme-
ly delicate criticism of Gramsci evolves. 
MicheiとSalvati，P1'ofesso1' at the University of お針lan守己xploresif 
it is possible fo1' the left to survive without maximum programs， i. e. 
¥vithout the cielo of grand values such as solidarity， equality争 liberty，
democracy， and ¥vithout the terra of the intermediate ほrmsof 
detailed quotidian practices of politics in everyday life.ll 
Actuallyヘanave1'sion to a ma)ヌnificentideoloおー isgetting stronger 
Misgivings concerning a grand theory g1'ow Intense. Contrarily， more 
f¥ 
open， more local and more 似 ailedtheo1'i 
告 Richard Rortv. 1993白川Canteremonuove canzoni?". 
10 Salvatore Biasco. 1990. "I riformi日1110per Jinterclipendenza" p噌 26
11 Michele Salvati. 1992. "Uguaglianza ed efficienza" il1 AA. VV. Le ide 
dclla siをlIstm.p. 129 30. 
With regards to the political complexity of values are desired. 
agenda， while a reaction against a monotonic goal and a robust 
hierarchy increases， the necessity to introduce experimental spirits 
All these suggest an existence of a more and pragmatism grows. 
varied and a more "Iocal" left. 
Such variation of "locaI" lefts depends on country， history and 
Each country， each "local" left， has its own tensions and culture.12 
difficulties， such as confiicts between an environmentalist considera-
tion and an industrialistic culture in the labor movement; active 
How behavior to protect handicapped groups V s liberal traditions. 
does the left cope with these problems? Today， various responses are 
possible.13 
The quality of problems changes along with times: from the 
initial problems of constitution and democracy， to social problems， 
and then to ecology， international economic solidarity， women's 
emancipation and rights and democracy in world politics. "The huge 
We should theory that combines al these together does not exist. 
only build theoretical tools ¥vhen each problem matures.14" 
Thus， Salvati concludes that the maximum programs are not 
Nor is an institutional grand design over a indispensable to the left. 
whole socio-economic system necessary. Salvati's claim that the left 
should activelv utilize the existence of Jocallefts would become more 
???????
realistic when these local lefts have the ability to make and imple-
Author's personal talk with Prof. Salvati. 
Alberto Martinelli e Michele Salvati. 1993. "Wfat is Left: La sinistra 
12 
1:i 
disin巳antata"1 Muli抗0，α抗noXIII， 干'10.346，tt. 227-235‘ 
"l!guaglianza ed efficienza"争..129-1.70. A1ichele .Sαlvati. 19.92. 14 
ment proper policiとs.At the same it shows onεpo州ibility[or 
the left which is more closely related to civil society. 
The Defeat of Social Democracy and the Italian Consumerism 
The ltalian left has followed a path of defeat in the last twenty叩
tive years he討nningwith autunno caldo in 1969， then Berlinguer's 
com}りromessostorico in the 1970s予anda clear decline in the 1980s ancl 
90s. Retrospectively， itis po日sibleto say that the Italian left (and the 
DC as weIl) has been cherishing the iIusion that they maintailJed a 
large numbeγof ItaJians' support for too long， even though the Italian 
society after the peri川iof high economic growth had transformed 
drastically and the culture and values of the Italian8 too had radically 
changed.15 When the Italian left tried to 8tart socIal c1emocracy in the 
1970札 theend of European socIal democracy had already be記un.
The social democratic parties in Western Euれ)pe，except in Ital_yヘ
have participated in the government as the leading party or second 
leading party. Recently， how己ver，their electoral defeats have been 
considerable， partly because of their ability to accumulate ancl 
maintain civic consensus conflicts and with their di侃cultyto formu-
late gεneral policies in a fragmented society. This is the case in the 
UK，Gεrmany and Sweden where they basically try to protect old 
programs sllch as unionism， Keynesianism and welfarism， or in 
吋」
/¥ 
France and Spain， where theyγtry to mingle olcl programs with 鴎
Thatcherism and individualism to v会riousextents but are almost ?2 
losing their capacity to present an alternative to the neo-liberal 
15 Hellman. 1993. "Ita!y" in Mark K明seJmanancl JoeI Krieger ecls. 
EurojうeanPo!itics in Tnmsition. Washington D. c.: 1←Ieath 
1・ 16 pOllCles. 
The first problem is that the number of workers did not increase 
as social democrats had expected. Adam Przeworski and John 
Sprague theoretically explicated in their controversial book， Paper 
Stθnes， the dilemma of social democracy by presenting the following 
proposition: if social democratic parties want to win in an election， 
they need to ally with non-workers， since they are a numerical 
minority in their society. In order to appeal to the allied， they have 
to pursue non-c1ass interests. Such supraclass appeal， however， 
isolates and disorganizes workers. Therefore， workers' support 
shrinks gradually to the point that a trade-off between workers' 
backing and the support of the allies emerges. Once a social demo-
cratic party chooses a certain strategy， ittends to fix the trade-o妊
and restricts their strategies thereafter.17 
Needless to say their argument is premised on Antonio Gramsci's 
theory of hegemony. A hegemonic class is the class that obtains 
consensus of other classes/forces by creating and maintaining a 
system of alliance. The working class， on Gramsci's ground， can not 
become a hegemonic class unless they consider the interests of 
different social forces， combining them with their own. They need to 
be nazional-ρoρolare in that they have to involve citizens' democratic 
= demands and non-class interests to build a wide-ranging block of 
五
@ various social forces combined by a common view of the wor1d. 
占/、
16 Giancarlo Bosetti. 193. "Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e inteηa" p. 
21. 
17 Adam Przeworski and John Sprague. 1986. RゅerStonω: A History 
01 Electoral Socialism. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
N onetheless， what Przeworski and Sprague argue is that the left 
has continuously lost in the "contlict of position" in Gramsci's term. 
Przeworski's argument that a decline of social democratic parties 
is unavoidable owing to the structural change in advanced countries， 
or more precisely a decrease of industrial workers， has been broadly 
Especially after the social demo. shared by many social scientists. 
cratic governments in West European countries failed in the 1970s 
and a trend toward a conservative recurrence gathered strength， his 
view appeared more persuasive then ever: "Social democracy may 
have been over." 
Przeworski's argument on electoraJ performance of social demo-
cratic parties surpasses the Marxist structuraJ determinism in that it 
places an emphasis on the role played by political organizations such 
as political parties and unions in the process of citizens' political 
consciousness formation.18 
Herbert Kitschelt goes one step ahead， pointing out that these 
political organizations are affected by citizens' social experiences 
outside politics such as markets， job organizations and families and 
that one should pay more attention to the sociaJ dimension when 
considering political mobilization. 
According to Kitschelt， citizens' political inclination or conscious- ???????
The theory of structuraI determinism tries to derive the fate of social 
democratic parties from a change in c1ass structure. It overlooked the 
fact that their strategic appeal functioned as an important intermedi. 
ate variable. The basic difficulty in c1ass theory lies in the point that 
the ownership relations cannot be a decisive factor of political mobili-






ness is not determined only by structural relations of ownership nor 
only by appeals of political parties and trade unions for collective 
action. The social experiences in the intermediate dimension are 
similarly important: (1) concrete job experience (production style)， 
(2) experience in organizationaI， normative and cultural dimensions， 
(3) everyday behavior and ultimate values and goals (consumption 
style).19 Bowles and Gintis also recognize this intermediate dimerト
sion and advocate a post-liberal democracy20， as does Norberto 
Bobbio who urges for an extension of representative democracy into 
every aspect of citizens' everyday life21. 
More concretely， itgreatly infiuences出eformation of an 
individual's political identification whether one is male or female， 
whether one belongs to the pub1ic sector or the private sector， 
whether one's job is internationaIly competitive or domestic， whether 
one's educational background is high or not， whether one's job is 
autonomous or not， whether one accepts a variety of values or not. 
Here the importance of class politics is relatively weakened. 
Massimo Paci， Professor at the University of Ancona also shares 
this perspective. Paci， who analyzes the existing inequality in ltaly 
and in other advanced societies， acknowledges that structural ele-
ments constantly appear in the analyses of inequality and that they 
19 
20 
Herbert Kitschelt. 1993. "Class Structure and Social D巴mocraticParty 
Strategy." Bri，的hJournal 01 Political Science， JuJy 1993: pp.299-338. 
Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis. 1987. Dm匁ocra，り andCapitalism : 
Property， Community， and the ContradictionB 01 Modern Soι:ial 
Thought. New York: Basic Books. 
21 Norberto Bobbio. 1984. 1ルturodella democrazia. Torino: Einaudi. 
compose the "dimension" of various phenomena. On this b部 is，he 
pays attentIon to an individuaJ's "c¥as出"positiリ1distinguisbed from a 
traditional property relatiυnship. 
Paci presents a totally new definition of付class". i¥.ccording to 
Paci， the cla討を;can be definecl as tbe仰のupsof actors who intention-
a1)' pursue a代socialdisc1osure" strateヌythrough which thεy occa. 
ちionallynarrow social opportunities in orcler to responcl oniy to the 
limited demands of a ceγtain category of peoplεand to maximize 
their own rewards. An emphasis Is placed on the position ¥γhich 
rclates with the social divi詰ionof labor， or J1l0fC substantivεly the 
structure of occupational categories. lnsic!e this structure an inclivid合
uaJ's position is regulated more by varIous forms of domination than 
by free choice and technu-administrative necessity.22 
The subject of socia! probJems which social democracy has histo子
ically tackled i日nolonger the same as in the p況は A unified class， a 
unified collεctivity can not survive any more恒 Thesubject of today's 
problems is various individuals who do not have any common charac-
teristics. Each individual has their own isolatIoll. The 1eft has been 
protecting the particular interests of the working class on the hypoth. 
esis that it would ultimately converge in the general interests of al 
inclividuals through a historical process. However， what the fifty 
years since the war have proved is that any organizable interest is 
p3rticu]arIstic. and once organized， itimmediately generatC'ぉ anew 問
pmticular interest.2:l 
22 i'vIassimo Paci守註 curadi‘ 19~J:3. Le dimιnsIρni della disz平行wglirmza:
RaTPorto dd!a Fondazione Cespe sulla disuguaglianza sociale in ltalia. 
Bologna: il Mulino. p.1:3. 
九
The chronic electoral decline that social democratic parties expe-
rienced during the 1960s and 70s involved a qualitative change in 
terms of two ne¥'l elements. One was an inversion between economic 
growth and increase in industrial employment: the latter began 
The other was a large scaled shift in employment from a shrinking. 
weaker arena in the society to a protected and bene五teda1'ena owing 
to the rewa1'ds th町 hadobtained in the field of politics and the labor 
From a social democ1'atic movement during the p1'eceding decades. 
point of view， a vicious cycle， inwhich economic g1'owth reinfo1'ced 
the basis of social democ1'acy， was interrupted.24 
Th1'oughout the 1980s， the Italian society saw sOl11e distinctive 
changes. Fi1'st， thanks to economic and financial enla1'gement， people 
on the top of the social pY1'amid began to gain particula1'ly large 
An uppe1' concentration of national income accelerated. At benefits. 
the same time the sOcIety experienced a historical S01抑~SSO : the 
white collar population came to exceed the blue collar. ltaly trans-
formed into a service田industrial01' post-industrial society. One of the 
most outstanding cha1'acteristics of ltalian society in the 80s can be 
seen in an increase of new professions. People with new occupations 
established their exclusive professional identities and resorted to the 
"social disclosure" strategy in order to obtain the same level of ?????
?
benefits that the established had already been receiving from the 
state.25 
Torino: Bollati 
Boringhieri editore. p. 84. 
Giancarlo Bosetti. 1993. "Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e interra" p. 
29 
2:3 1'aolo Flores D'Arcais. 1994. 1 (Jz:，incanto tradito. 
24 
De-industrialization brings about many results: workers have 
been fragmented and a cate仰 ryofれpeculiarproletarian"， inPaci's 
words， emerged.26 That is， unstable， poorly-paid and irregular jobs 
have been separated and consolidated at the periphery of the labor 
market. Actually， the relative wage of workers in an inferior posi. 
tion deteriorated during the 80s， reflecting the managers' efforts to 
reduce labor costs. Even in the commercial and service sectors， the 
"poor tertiary industries" characterized by lower qualification ancJ 
The low同paidworkers， peripheral jobs have become the majority. 
whose wage rate is no more than 50% of the regulaτworkers， 
compose 9% of the working population， while the代exclusion"of 
labor， or al1 increase of the unemployed， begins to appear omnipres-
ent in ltalian society.27 
Above al， apecial sttention should be paid to the fact that un-
employment is concentrated in the youth and females in Mezzogiorno. 
Behind this particularly Italian problem， there exists a strong 
employment security system favoring only adult males who work for 
private medium-or large-sized companies either in manufacturing or 
The unemployment and low wages among in the service sector. 
women in the South brings abol1t theヘ九T01nanization"of poverty.28 
It may be possible to recognize a huge刊l1pward"articulation， a ? ?
?
??
Each social category "vertica! widening" of social inequality. 
acquires its own exclusive identity and keeps more distance from 









each other than ever. '}、herefon:，Paci cle設rlyasserts that class仁社n
no longer be al1 absolllte dimension of Ineqllality as in the past、and
that it cannot be more of a deci詰ivefactor in detennil1ing al1 individ-
ual's positiOli in thεsystem of inequality than other factors such as 
sex， age， plac台to1ive and racじ.
It is impossible to expect cultural homogeneity in the world of 
work today， εspecially after the great change in wa誌と dynamics 
caus台dby an emどrgencεofindependent unions in the public sector鴫
Simultan合ously，the "fan" of wages has been forced to opel1 1110re 
widely in almost every field: a111011g sectors， within a sector， among 
sma11-and large-si完ec1enterprises， arnO!1広 regIO!1日 Anoutstandin誌
記rowthof co11εctive bargaining at the company level has widened 
eaming differentials drastically， A process of articulation and 
mutual dissociation takes place among different categories and 
occupations，29 
It is difficu1t to rnaintain a general identity in the productIon arena 
because of a fragmentation of羽/orkelぜ inter倒的 inthe markeL 
Their identities are ditferentiated and mutualIy confrontationaL 11 
Italy， hυwever，乳 newgeneral identity that covers a whole nation ¥九'as
established in the consumption arena， 
The difficultv for the ltalian left to obtain sufficient votes to oust 
o the right derives from their inability to stimuJate public opinion about 
九
their new policies which compktely swept ()f a traditional stance 
New notions and ideas emerge only outside the leftist parties: they 
are expres日edin various forms through mass media. The leftist 
parties can no longer function even as a valve to discharge social 
29 ibid. pp‘25 26 
discontenL Their votes consistently droppecl， although consensus fυf 
the cO!1servativεparties dicl not necessarily grow.30 
Italy 設 longphasεof economic expansion in the 50 
60s ancl 80s. A concept of "consumer society" 01' "affluent society'争
was sharecl by many citizens. 11日ucha cりntext，a clear goal of social 
justice gradually erocled in the leftist political culture in Italy.31 
Under thi話condi.tion，couplecl with a bureal1cratic and particularis-
tic deca:yア of thεwelfare state， Reaganist， Thatherist "neo-
conservatism" emerged as a breakthrough. Individual success andおれ
ideology of market competition were rev乳luated，and ultimately 
prevailed among the masses. If the principle of equality and social 
justice lost radiance In the 80s， itshould have suffered a serious 
setback even before.32 
If it is right to argue that a general identity on the production side 
disappeared and a new universal identity was founcl on the consump同
tion side， IvIr. Berlusconi gainecl a decisive victory exactly in this nぞW
dimension. He succeeded in creating and consolidating an American-
ized， pompous consumer style， or near]y consumption supremacism、
as one culture， as one norm among Italians. Backed by the special 
protection of ex-prime minister Bettino Craxi， Berlusconi's close 
friend at that time， he also succeded in following the wind of de-
regulation. Berlusconi founded many private TV stations including 0 
J¥ 
C'anale Cinque， ltalia Uno， Rele Quatlro. He established consumer- E. 
30 Giancarlo Bo日eti時 1993."Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e interra" p. 
28. 
31 Massimo Paci舎 1993.Le dimensumI del!a disugualianza. p.43. 
32 ibid. p. rt4…45. 
ism as a basis of ltalian life itself， oras the ultimate value of Italians， 
by televising American-styled gaudy commercials and programs 
from morning to night. 
The electoral campaign in March 1994 was conducted in the same 
context. It may be possible to say that Berlusconi had already built 
the base for his triumph during the 80s under the Craxi government. 
More importantly， the ltaIian right has firmly taken hold of the 
ItaIian mind expressed as consumer culture， but the left is far behind. 
From this viewpoint， an actual "identity crisis" of social democ-
racy， or more generally the crisis of the European left starting from 
1989 seems to have deepened its roots against the developing trends 
in such a way that the leftist ideal of equality and redistribution have 
become useless as a result of the postwar development of "consumer-
ism"， decIine of the welfare state and the "neo-conservative" succes-
ses in the 80S.33 
Under these circumstances， a feeling of disincanto swept the 
While new particularistic interests and fragmented Italian citizens. 
identities were formed in the 80s， those groups which were excluded 
They began to feel disenchanted and abandoned the leftist identity. 
perceived that the society was nothing but an aggregate of individ-
uals， where even a philosophical solace did not serve. 




"Micromega"， however， does not reject the possibility that a peculiar 
solidarity among the heterogeneous citizens could have emerged 
from their lost identity and solitude. "A disi1lusioned man is a man 
a3 p.45. ibid. 
without identity， since he does not belong to any reality that gives 
him meaning， a foundation， objectivity or goaL He is fundamentally 
free. However， each aggregated human-being defines a normative 
horizon. 日 .Thedisillusion places a citizen at the center of this world 
deprived of meaning.…The disillusion promotes the individual to be 
a uniquely legitimate protagonist of shared power. The disillusion 
can be reduced to eradication， but the ontological solitude stretching 
into the finitude of existence can give a place to solidarity in the 
difference.34" Could the left find a way in the "solidarity in the 
difference" as Flores D' Arcais succinctly suggests? 
2. REBυILDING A RAGION D'EsSERE 
Demise of Italian Style Welfare State and Party Control? 
The ongoing political transformation in Italy is stil unstable and 
incomplete， and its fate is sti1l open to conjecture. Whether it leads 
to "democratization of capitalism" or devolves into a reactionary 
conservatism totally depends on the choice of the Italian people. lt 
is clear， however， that this political change reflects an exhausted 
intolerance among citizens against the costful and ine伍cientltalian 
welfare state and its origin，ρartitοcrazia (party control). 
The welfare state and Fordism in Italy have contained certain 0 
ノ、
limitations and exclusions from the very beginning. Opportunities for 宣
employment and welfare provision were open only for family heads，五
and other family members had subordinate status. Inside the periph. 
eral and dependent occupations， such di任erencesbecame culturally 
34 Paolo Flores D'Arcais. 194. 1 dおincantotradito. p. 8. 
iegitimate、beingcentrally mediated by the powerfu! interest groups 
on the basis of meritocracy and productivity. 
The intervεntion of the Italian state can be expressed as代par-
ticularistic clientelism" in Paci's term. Through lrasfonnis11'1O and 
F乳scism，the Italian state formed a "politicaI clientilistic complicity" 
among thεmiddle class professionals， bureaucrats and 代regime
partiξsぺSincεthen，this public sector has been expanding continu白
ously by coopting the付privateblock". 1n Italy， services the state i呂
supposとdto provide to families and enterprises are extremely poor in 
Cjuality， quantity and method comparεd with thのsein other advanced 
countriεSuch ()f the lt設iianst註tedeteriorated espe町
cially during the so-cal1ed )セ設
ment. That the welfare state suffered a 
CO乱litiO!1governω 
dεcay w部 decisive.The Italian welfare system was strongly inclined 
to 引particuJarism"and "clientelism". Actual1y， throughout the 
almo日thalf a century of the First Republic， social poiicies stimulated 
by the principle of equality and unIversalistic spirit wεre extremεly 
Iimited (e‘g. compulsory education， pensIon system， health care 
services by the state)， and each of these policies were mutually 
contradictory from the phase of implementation to the phase of 
consequent management. 1n a pattern of welfare state代protected"by 。thestate like the Italian case， reproduction is regulated， either for-
Z王
.E maIly or informalIy and the procedure for access is controIled.:J5 
ハ Behindthis， there Is a very Italian problem: a lack of government 
alternation， andραrtitocrazia. 
ln the system of ραげitocmzia，politics， the economy and society 
:~5 Massimo Paci. 1993. Le dimenιioni della disugualumza. p. 18 
are controlled by the parties and the most important decisions are 
taken outside the parliament through opaque bargaining practices， 
The where each party possesses a broad arena at its disposaL 
Christian Democrat (DC) has extended their field of control by coopt-
ing smal1 parties， by feudalizing the state and by personalizing public 
The DC， espe-organizations， instead of presenting clear policies.36 
cially with the Italian Socialist Party (Partito Socialista lta!;必no，PSI)， 
established a system of mediation， by which they not only made a 
strong economic and tinancial oligarchy but also colonized the 
bureaucracy. Simultaneously， inorder to secure their votes they kept 
providing vested interests to the popular strata， tertiary sectors， 
owners of small companies who had expanded thanks to public 
expenditure. The DC， as a superタartito，monopolized the state and 
It is no wonder that Italian arbitrarily wasted public resources. 
politics gradually fel into paralysis. 
At the same time， Italy has never experienced a substantive leftist 
The DC firmly grasped the reins of government in government. 
cooperation with surrounding small parties， and the PCI was always 
Such a lack of a change of power brought about in opposition. 
serious negative consequences. A realistic challenge by the opposi-
tion parties， and discontinuity in government personnel in particular， ? ?
?
????can be a mental rectification for a politicaI regime in which the clase 
ρolitica keeps power for too long a period despite the democratic 
electoral system. With regards to the efficacy and efficiency of 
government actions， an unchanged regime free of any threat of 
il 2，α70. L'Italia世ersoPartito Democratico della Sinistra. 192. 
Roma: Editori Riuniti. p. 37. 
36 
interruption facilitates political intervention into the public adminis-
tration， and hinders formation of an autonomous and e任ectiveadmin-
istration. The distinction between the state and party system gradu-
ally blurs until the two appear almost joint.37 Since such a transfor-
mation covered the whole political scene in postwar Italy， itbecame 
increasingly impossible to measure the merits of democracy by votes. 
The votes came to be nothing but a barometer to show how the 
network of particular relationships within the political power system 
worked.38 
Recognizing this as a real problem， the Italian left gave first 
priority to reform of the welfare state and politics. It is noteworthy 
that出eysee the reformist policy stance of the Clinton government as 
one norm. 
The changes in the United States led by the White House indicate 
a turnabout of social solidarity and equality even without expanding 
the welfare state and social rights. In a confrontation with the forces 
which strongly tried to maintain the status quo， a national consensus 
for "Change" was promoted， and the organized and blocked interests 
A univesalism was were viewed as rivals to the general interest. 
appealed to for citizens in generaI on a nation-wide scale， far beyond 
the level of trade union members and enterprises. Behind this， there 
was a recognition that the welfare sta旬， which had produced unsus-
?
?
? ? ? ? ?
tainable deficits， exhausted the bureaucracy and depriv<吋 groupsand 
individuals of their responsibility， was judged critically not only in 
38 
pp.50-51. 




terms of democratic theory but also in terms of actual political 
practices. Such an argument is in contradiction with the traditional 
However， itwas based on an leftist policies in Western Europe. 
ambitious project to pursue concrete sociality in the field of health 
care， economic recovery， deficit reduction and employment expan時
39 SlOn. 
The European left has traditionally de負nedthe welfare state as 
the provider of approvecl rights， but their recent political proposals 
suggest a necessity to reclefine it to reflect their recognition that the 
In this context， itwelfare state has lacked universalistic efficacy. 
coalition seems reasonable that the Italianρrogressisti， a leftist 
around the PDS， insists on a bolcl reduction in public expenditure. 
These reductions are not only necessary but have also been promotecl 
This argument is based on their calculation as having some merit‘ 
that they would not harm the relationship with citizens even though 
Theyexpect an automatic part of welfare provisions would be cut. 
that it would effect only certain partial interests of particular sectors 
which are most opposed to reforms:o 
Nevertheless， the Italian left claims that even in such a context 
the state should maintain a central role， because (a) the state would 
be an essential tool for reform through its administrative activities. ? ?
?
????1n order to promote reform， a reform of the reformers， that is a 
reform of the state， isabove al imperative; (b) the state， asa public 
hand， modifies and integrates markets when they do not function well 
and bring only unfair outcomes such as unemployment， regional 
39 ibid. p. 39.40. 
，10 p./J1. ibid. 
underdevelopment， waste of environmental resources， racial and 
sexual discrimination， social isolation; (c) through functions of the 
state， economic services are 0妊eredto the enterprises， and various 
rights including justice， education， equal opportunity and social citi-
zenship are provided to citizens; (d) unless the state functions 
effectively， the pact of national soIidarity that unites ltaIians is 
threatened， and a tendency among citizens toward egoism and author-
itarianism may well be provoked.41 
Redefining and restructuring the welfare state， therefore， require 
political reforms that would break clientelism and tartitocrazia. 
"Italian politics today is not in a normal condition. It should escape 
from routine and make a turn. It should rebuild regulations and 
effectuate various rights.42" Such c1aims by the PDS came to be 
shared amongρrogressisti. They proposed a series of proposaIs for 
reform in this context: a drastic institutional and electoral reforms， 
administrative reform， and reform of individual corporations圃43They 
have found that the one party dominant political system itself rather 
than the parties in power brings a malfunction of party politics and 
that government alternation is a necessary condition to escape from 
a crisis the present regime has brought. At出ecore of their ar尽1・
ment， there is a firm conviction that legitimacy and morality in 
o politics is essential and will be more so in the future. 
? ?
?
41 Partito Democratico della Sinistra. 1992. L 'Italia ve符oil20αi. pp.47 
-48‘ 
42 ibid. p. 36. 
43 ibid. p. 48伺49.
The Axis 
An aversion to clientelistic corrupted poIitics and to classeρolitica 
who devote themselves to expanding their own power and wealth can 
be observed both in the Iiberal politics and in the leftist poIitical 
configuration. Rebuilding citizens' spirit， evaluating republican vir. 
tue， approving a principle of professional responsibility in administra. 
tion and education: All of these can no longer be attained in the 
traditional fields of socialism.44 Democratic society has grown， and 
interest confrontation has become more complicated. Compared with 
the past， there are a larger number of political participants. Since 
they not only diverge but also converge， various combinations are 
possible. In such a situation， the existence of a center， which is 
neither right nor left， increases in importance， and the structure of 
confrontation is changing from a bilateral one to a trilateral one. 
"There is gray between white and black. There is dusk between day 
and night. Gray does not take from white and black， neither does 
dusk from day and night. 45" 
As explained in party system theories， under a majoritarian 
electoral system， two big parties or coalitions gradually approach the 
center in an attempt to capture the support of centrist voters who 
have the power to determine electoral results. Even though "the left 
sees the center as a rightist camoufiage， and the right considers it as 0 
o 
a hidden lefe6ぺthisdoes not necessarily mean that a right.left. 宍
4 Giancarlo Bosetti. 1993. "Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e interra" p. 
32-33. 
45 N orberto Bobbio. 194. Destra e sinistra. p. 8. 
46 ibid. p. 9. 
confrontation COl工1ゼ toanをna. 予rno了と strar-
工夫.rltha clearマr stancεwould bぞ ミmbothι 
in order to to voters. their d'esseTe needs to bε 
rεexamined for themsεlves叫
¥Vhat 1εft means changεs with the timεs. The ltalian 
tb設tadvancing a frontier of an設
it 10t to political institutions but also to evむry誌をJd
of social lifεsuch as ecひれomic 日号
schools， women乳ndmenヲ andhuman relations is also their 
bilitv. 
Centr正llizedplanning， abolition of private property， colIectivism 
and oppre日Si01 ()f inclividuals、fl明edom. A1I thesδconcとptshave 
alrεady been abandoned. Instead， advocates of pub]jc activities 
aimed at protecting the weak and 1110difyiηg markets唱 theextension 
乳ndde貯peningof d合mocr設cyand frεedom， the mitigation of the 
hierarchical structure in econornic activities， and thぞmaintenancεof
r合formist設ttitudεs1n confnコntation¥vith the status匂uohavぞsurvived
up to the present.48 
lt ，>vas possible in the past to measure a historical position of the 
Ieft along three dimensions: (1) projectability Vs improjectabilityぱ
the society; (2) egalitarianism Vs indiviclualism; (3) universalism Vs 
九 particularism.Recently， however雪manycases do not necessarily fit 
h 
宍 a!ongthese coordinate axes:fJ Nationalism， racial patriotisr孔 immi伽
εrants， envu・onmental disorder have clrastically reducεd the 
4i P呂rtitoDel口ocr乱ticodclla Sini日tra.1992. Lγtrztia verso il 200οを p.43.
48 Giancar!o Bosetti. 1993. "Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e interra" p 
};"i. 
ぉignificanceof a political agenda based on the principles of workers' 
emancipation， the traditional right-left axes.50 Continuous transfor-
mation of the society has led to an emergence of new socia! forces 
outside the traditional confrontation between right and left. The 
Verdi， for instance， in負ltratedsociety without altering a1 the other 
parties. The Verdi could become either rightist or leftist‘ A clo邑e
observation can prove that there are two hostile greens in a society : 
Left-Ieaning greens and right舗leaningones. ¥iVhile the former has a 
trans-generational persp也ctivebeyond an individualistic view with 
regard to the relationship between nature and human.beings， the 
latter see environmental problems only from an individuals' perspec‘ 
tive.51 
As a distinction between left and right can be found even within 
such an issue outside the old left勾rightaxis， the notion of left today 
seems to become more comp!icated. N onetheless， Salvatore Veca 
tries a clean and clear definition of the left. According to Veca， the 
notion of left consists of (1) a normative obligation to seriously 
examine how the society should be in terms ofれtheequal dignity" of 
people living together in it; (2) a rational be!ief in the possibility to 
design， reform， modify and innovate institutions towards "the equal 
dignity" among people who are influenced by political， economic and 
sociaI institutions; (3) a recognition of the fact that solutions of 九
ji 
ノ、
49 Alberto Martinelli e Michele Salvati. 193. "i，¥i守latis Left: La siI1istra 
disincantata". 
50 Giancarlo Bosetti. 19:3. 代Tntroduzione.La crisi in cielo e interra" p. 
3. 
51 Norberto Bobbio. 1994也 Destrae sinistra. p.14. 
problems， even in the best cases， raise new problems戸
Retrospectively， left and right were born in August 1789 at 
Versailles， bringing the principle of parity to the modern political 
world. The concept that political alternatives were legally equal in 
the competition to obtain citizens' consensus was introduced. While 
the right considers inequality natural and inevitable， the left insists 
on their responsibility to correct it progressiveJy.53 
A Jeftist value of equality on one hand， and a rightist value of 
individualism and competition on the other hand， compose the two 
poles in democratic representativism. Michele Salvati at the Univer-
sity of Milan. who heavily inftuences basic policies of the 目指，
examines "what is left" in a contemporary societyアreferringto Lllkes' 
study on the relation of the Jeft with capitalism， liberalism and 
individualism. According to Salvati， the left today does not object to 
liberalism and capitalism: they do not want to protest against liber-
alism; they do not know how toτeject capitalism， and should not do 
50. What the left protest5 against is代individualism"here defined as 
an idea that only the strongest can survive in an uncontrollable 
competition. He asserts that the most capable people are jointly 
responsible for the weakest people in a contemporary society which 
is beyond a mere collectivity of selfish individllals.54 
九 Michael¥九Taltzer，who shares these vie，入/s，claims that the left 
七
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852S山'atoreVeca. 1993. "L'egu政 dignita"in Gia削
【li，Sinisfm tunto zem. Roma: Donzelli editore. p. 153. 
53 Steven Lul王es.1993. "Che cosa e rimasto?" in GiancarJo Bosetti， a cura 
di， Su1istra 1うuntozeJ弘 Roma:Donzelli editore. p. 52-54. 
54 Michele Salvati. 1992. "Uguaglianza ed efficienza" p‘129. 
should not break ties with people and social g1'oups in dif五culties，
since they have been not mε1'ely a "basis" fo1' an old left but also a 
ragion d'essere for al possible lefts. 百九Taltze1'， at the same time， does 
not forget to point out that they should not be considered as a class 
waiting for thei1' wondeful historical moment. Rather， "we should 
protect them and help them p1'otect themselves as citizens in this 
society， not as a vehicle for some idealistic future.55" 
Behind this argument， there is a recognition that civil society has 
always been a place for the left to live. Waltze1' thinks that any 
democratic community cannot su1'vive unless citizens there positively 
commit to local activities of associations， unions， movements and 
cooperatives. According to Waltzer， G1'amsci's national.popula1' 
politics should be realized both in numerous local contexts and 
simultaneously in a unique national context. He implies that tbe 
most favo1'able fo1'm of a possible left would be "democ1'atic and 
plu1'alistic". However， what such a left vvould mean and what it can 
actually realize should be clarified. Waltzer suggests that a pursuit 
of concreteness is indispensable for the left. 
A challenge against inequality due to sex， age， race and domicile 
aims to make citizens' social 1'ights mo1'e effective. It is not only a 
challenge against pove1'ty and exclusion but also a pu1'suit of policies 
towa1'd equal oppo1'tunities between women and men and labo1'主
ノ¥
ma比etpolicies for the youth. It does not negate meritocracy 011 the 宍
pa1't of the left. Duril1g the 1980s a diffe1'entiation in te1'ms of job 五
category， income and remuneration sha1'pened. The society was 
rapidly changing， with new identities and new social distinctions 
55 Michael Waltzer. 1993. "La sinistra che c'色ぺ
ernerging. In such a context， Massirno Paci insisted that the left rnust 
challenge the privileges and patronage which lead to "social disclo-
sure" instead of pursuing strict egalitarianisrn. He also asserts that 
differences in individuals' ability， productivity and virtue should be 
taken into account. Facing a crisis of old productivisrn and a 
rneritocratic industrial model， the left should build a new rnodel 
which is rnore appropriate to a post-industrial society and be rnore 
responsive to new dirnensions of inequality.56 
Ferdinando Adomato， leader of the Dernocratic Alliance (Allean-
za Democratica， AD)， predicts that the 21st century will not be waiting 
for the left. Adornato argues that the leftist culture is stil within the 
frarnework of the old century.代Thecore of Italian politics is how we 
rebuild a national spirit. The view that the left and right are notions 
already dead is not correct. They just sprang out of the box that had 
covered them. But politics， ifliberated frorn an oId picture of friends 
and enernies， rnay find tolerance and idea1isrn， concreteness and 
persistence." In this new rnornent， Adornato continues， a new trip 
begins oltre la sinistra (beyond the Ieft)， and there it rnay be possible 
tci find an a1iance of ρrogressisti capable of governing the Italian 
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The present political change triggered by so-called Tangentopoli， 
a series of corruption scandals， isconsidered in Italy a "revolution". 
56 Massimo Paci. 1993. Le dimensioni della dis増加lianza.p. 48. 
57 F巴rdinandoAdomato. 193. Oltre la sinistnιMilano: Rizzoli. 
Actually， itmay be a regime change in that ltalian VIPs who bad 
been at the very core of Italian politics， industry and fmance were 
arrested one after another. The old reヌimeseems to have broken 
down. However， there is no guarantee that the emerging regime will 
be more democratic and mon:、 acceptable. It may lead meτely to 
statu日quoante圃
Walter Veltroni， cbief eclitor of the PDS daily 1" 'Unita. recognizes 
tbis crossroads of ltalian democracy， and tries to show that Italy has 
come to the s乱mecrucial point as at the付ldof the"，λr白 W 1I. "ltaly 
today needs a sprit of reconstruction， just as our parents and grand肉
parent日 derived nec台日saryforces， enCJヌle日 and creativity for the 
reconstruction of Italy that had been destroyecl by fascism， war ancl 
bombi口g."58
Also .Mauro Calise. political scientist， sees the recent transforma-
tion of ltalian party sy日temas (l proces日of1でgimetransition and 
points out that Italians above al1 need to know themselves and to 
establish their own identity. 市Tithouta national iclentit)人 citizens'
democracy cannot persist. Without groups as critcrion capable of 
crcatin只trustin future， the rationality of individuals' choice does not 
exist. Nmv that the community ()f political parties has collapsed， it
is indispensable for 抗日liansto develop their own community".59 
Calise grasps the problems of transition in terms of institutional 1L 
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58 Walter Veltroni. 1ヲ舟;仁 "Un unovo spirito nazionalc" in Ferdin正mdo
Adornato， O!tre la silisl批 Milano:Wzzoli. pp.227-29. 
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Italian citizens who need a firm institutional framework. 1n order to 
be convinced of their own choice， each citizen must be able to trust 
that her /his choice would be fully respected. Such trust is exactly 
what only institutional power can secure. Whether the ltalian revolu-
tion succeeds or not depends on the power structure that has been 
resisting the grand transformation during the past several years.60 
The power stτucture in ltaly experienced a drastic change again 
in the 1980s. It seems to accelerate further in the 1990s. 1n Italy the 
decade of the 1980s was a period when big enterprises regained their 
sigl1itical1ce.G1 The ltalial1 industries did not become hollow suddenly. 
Salary restraint and management focusing 011 innovative investment 
had already begun at the end of the 1970s， in an era of solidarieta 
1、62nazzonatlι. 
People who must have become ρrogresst:'iti contrarily turned COI1-
servative in the 1980s. Moreover， the left， faced with technological 
innovation， put the brakes on the ltalian economy to protect them悶
selves and their employment.63 The !eft did not have the capacity to 
raise， as a political agenda. the problems of efficacy concerning the 
conditions for democratic security. The left lacked the ability to 
freely pursue al1 equilibrium betweel1 corporate interests and col1ec-
tive programs by tackling corporate problems.64 
九 60 ibid. p. 149. 
六 61 Massimo Paci. 19:3. Le dirne仙台midella disugualirmza. p. 20. 
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62 Partito Democratico della Sinistra. 1992. L '!，的liaveJ叩 il2000. p. 11. 
63 Giancarlo Bosetti. 1993. "Introduzione. La crisi in cielo e interra" p. 
15. 
64 Salvatυre Biasco. 1990. "Il riformismo per l'interdipendenza" p. 26‘ 
ltalian Industries are said to have undertaken a drastic restructur-
ing in response to recession and enhanced their technology and 
competitivity. However， the international competitivity of ltalian 
enterprises， contrarily， seems to be deteriorating in the 1990s. 
Actually， the employment rate has not recovered enough. The 
unemployment rate in the South is no less than 20%， similar to that 
in Greece and Spain. Particularly， unemployment among the youth 
and female popu!ations is getting more serious. 
The transformation of the ltalian society and eConOl11y in the 80s 
and 90s suggests that corporate internal accul11u!ation is not sufficient 
and that the ro!e of the state in the fte!ds of economic policies， ftnance， 
service， culture and normative system is stil needed.65 Here， the 
state appears as a new agency which is distinguished frol11 the 
traditional weIfare state neo恒liberalsreproached during the 1980s. 
First of al， the problems with the weJfare state such as 
inefficiency， poor cost performance， low quaJity of代human"service 
provisions must be reexamined in terms of not mereJy individuals' 
responsibility but also the social structure of responsibility. To treat 
citizens universally and equally is not a contradiction. It could even 
becol11e more effectivァeand functional in terms of decentralization 
and local activities by voluntary associations. 
Secondly， universal policies embracing citizens cannot remain 九
within a domestic dimension under the existing poJitical conditions. アf
The developme批 ofsupranational integration of economic and さ
political institutions， where social policies are extended to the su命
pranationa! !evel， has begun with a minil11um guarantee of demo-
65 Partito Democratico della Sinistra. 1992. L 'Itatia 1'e1百()il 2000. p. 46 
cratic rights and now need to remove di汀e1'encesamong nations with 
regard to levels of intervention into pove1'ty噌 pensionsystems， un-
emp!oyment allowance and wages. 
The third reason to reexamine the function of varIous institutions 
of social riεhぉisthat the social intervention of the state should be 
undertaken with qualitative variation.6u 
1n any case， the left must kncJ¥v where they should stop in reex-
amininε 1'edist1'ibution of income and public services. They must 
know whe1'e the level of "universal provision" is located. II1 today's 
代complicated"multiracial society， equality in collective consumption 
and Iife style is neither an "absoh北e"value， no1' should it be forced 
beyond a certain th1'eshold. Equality among citizens includes not 
merely the pursuit of homogeneity but also respect for socia! and 
cultu1'al pluralism.67 
If， as Bosetti aptly points out， the ltalian left posses日es1'esources 
and motivations to persuade a certain number of citizens to spend 
thei1' time and energy in order to achieve a只oalthat does not 
necessarily lead directly to their immediate short-term interests， itis 
necessarv to answer how these resource日andmotivation日wouldbe 
utilized.68 
)t REDEFINING INDIVIDυALlSM 
日
The 1980s was an era in which particularistic individualism (this 。isspecificaJ]y what the left attacks， as we have already seen) 
66 Goancarlo Bosetti. 19:.l "Introduzione. La cri日iin cielo e interra" p. 43. 
67 九lassimoPaci. 1993. Le dunのおかnidella disugualianza. p‘47. 
68 Giancarlo Bosetti. 1993. "Introcluzione. La crisi in cielo巴interra" p. 16. 
It should be noted， however， that the left dominated civil society. 
tried to positively redefine it， recognizing the socialization of individ-
In this context， new individualism is ualism as an established fact. 
understood in relation with the concept of self-realization through 
work. 
One possible subject for a reform project would be composed of 
??????working women and men， who are getting more diversified. 
last ten or more years， value systems and ideology have been overtur伺
ned and a new individualism emerged. Such a change began with the 
crisis of traditional dominant ideology， and extended to a breakdown 
of whole state systems based on e1ite bureaucrats' authoritarianism， 
and more recently led to a collapse of corrupt political systems.69 
A move toward individualism and privatization， however， does 
not stem only from the crises of old systems. It can be called treslα 
di coscienza， orawakening of consciousness， interms of a recognition 
of various forms of creativity and potential ability and of the actual 
possibility of taking a new path toward work and creative activities. 
It means that one comes to have a new dimension of self-realization 
and decision making， that is， a space to calculate， deliberate and 
Such an awakening of consciousness could be an define oneself.1O 
alternative of the ρrogressisti to the consumerism which covered al of ? ?
?
???
This concept can be based in individualism Italy during the 1980s. 
Here， indi-which would promote individuals' mental satisfaction.71 
vidualism is positively redefined and acquires a completely new 
ロleanmg.




1n the pursuit of individualism， inmany cases， e仔iciencyis highly 
valued; nevertheless， social equity is not guaranteed. Therefore， the 
question of how to achieve both would be a problem for the left. 
Today the trade-offs between efficiency and equity are not as simple 
as they were earlier thought to be.72 Salvatore Biasco points out that 
the problem of equity and efficiency must be assessed not from a 
static perspective but fro!11 a dynamic view， including incentives to 
change， technological innovation and accumulation maximization. 
The problem is more complicated. More accul11ulation， more equal勾
ity and more producers' rights may be possible， but they would 
require differentiated micro policies in each situation. Equity and 
efficiency may be compatible， and actually there are many cases in 
which new possibilities are avilable， for instance， as in the case with 
cooperatives based on a peculiar Jegal configuration and employees' 
stock holding. 1n these cases， local context and solidariela corte 
(short soJidarity) are important in that they are a fieJd in which people 
can feel a sense of participation in management. Many of these 
cooperatives compose the cultural standard of a city， where strong 
local bases are imperative; in particular， an original form of日ocializ-
ing workers' savings plays an important role.7:i Emilia， a smaJl town 
- 7] Elster compares utility of self】rεalizationthrough ¥vork with utility of 
八 consumption.He shows that the form巴ris of greater utility than the 
1L 
毛 latter in the 10時間n. See Jon Elster and Karl Ove Moe問 1989
"Introduction" in J_ Elster and K. Moene， eds. Alternatives to G'atitaι 
iSJI'l. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
72 Anthony B司 Atkinson.1991. "I1 trade-off tra equita ed efficienza" in 
Sergio Lugaresi e Laura Pennacchi， a cura di， Dilemmi della democr-
aZlαe strategie del ri.万Jrmismo.Roma: Editori Riuniti. pp. 3 -17. 
in Northern-Middle 1taly， for instance， abounds in successful cases 
concerning the pattoβ-aρroduttori (pacts among producers). 1n 
Emilia， small enterprises exchange their incentives to bear concrete 
responsibility， impose a certain level of restrictions on their produc-
tion activities， maintain training and infrastructure to secure their 
plans for a good relationship with the society. They maintain social 
peace in exchange for high salaries， regional equilibrium， urban 
re-vitalization and di妊usionof collective services. 
Equal Opportunity and New Pact 
1n order to evaluate equity of resource distribution in a society， it
is necessary to see the facts as a process， that is， the way resources 
ar・edistributed. Distrubution of resources is often done as measures 
favoring a certain strategy or power， and unfair distribution tends to 
be used as a strategy of social disclosure of opportunities. Actually， 
the key to a clear understanding of social inequality is to refer to the 
criteria of "equal opportunity". If every individual is given an equal 
opportunity. eventual inequality can be expected as a result of 
differences in individual's e仔orts，achievements and ability.74 
A project of new politics and society， therefore， would be based 
not on traditional standards， such as economic growth， social justice 
and labor stabilization， but on a more fluid distribution of time and 八
J¥ 
work and various pl巾 )sophieson state interve凶 onin 0吋erto 毛
initiate efforts to realize "continuous" equal opportunities. It will 
involve. at the same time， reductIon of working time， motivation to 
73 Salvatore Biasco. 1990 円1riformismo per l'interdipendenza" p. 28. 
74 Massimo Paci. 1993. Le dimensioni del{a disugua!umza. p. 15-16 
and rεduction 01' 
a nじ¥v would be a 。freclistril主utionof 
working time， training and individual's activitie出 11れrervdnvlifι76 
ひurE'poch is shifting from a redistriblltion of income once advocated 
social democr泣き;to a redistribution of time. 
By the year 2000守 informatioll竺 knowledge，the of regui仕
tion svstぞms宅 qualityυfservice氏 socia!and cultural environrnent wiU 
increれ 1ηimportance，not to mentionとxchangesof goods and 
money. Neither th合 old left nor出合 nt:o，col1servatIsts ぞ
been able tu %以亡ha ParticulaどIyin ltaly， lack of 
such a svst合η1乱ticcapacity to grasp what the future will brin五z
been a京中akness.
The ItaJi乳11left argues that 1t is necessary to 設kenew pacts 
among ltalians which would changεthe very sociai 、break
down a 日uffocativelletwoγk of vested imc与すestsand power日， e1l1d 
transfer resources from the protεcted sectors to the productive 
sectors. These are the new pacts between the statεand markets， 
between the public乱ndprivate. N oteworthy is where the labor 
巴ctor舎 whichused to be the leffs日ocialb込出e，will be located in the 
new left‘ For the PDS， for instance守 newpacts vγm allow 1('"<;可
political roles for the labor sector. According to the PDS、thepower 
J¥. and importance of the left as al1 alternative is located exactly at this 
-七 ? ????? ?
75 Giancarlo 1ヨoseti.19ヲ3 代lntroduzione.La crisi in cielo e interra" p， 
22 
76 Bruno Trentin. 1994. Lavoyo e libertil. p.23. 
77 Partito Democratico deIia Sinistra. 1992. L :italia /)ω'SU il 2000. p. 1:l. 
"Growth and the future of lta!y dとpendson new socia! alliances. 
Policies of socia! forces and labor cannot be excluded from important 
choices. New allies must be found in this field: that is the social 
movement which has expressed demands for improvements in the 
quaJity of life and the development of creative activities in the field 
of labor， science， culture and enterprises.78" 
The CGIL ex.leader Brl1no Trentin has proposed to acquire a new 
form of work organization， new regimes of time， new work in 
enterprises as a service of collective interests by collective actions 
and by ql1alification of social conflicts. According to Trentin， redl1c-
tion of working time has never separated the struggle for employ-
ment from the rights of the already employed.79 ln order to pursue 
a democratic transformation of organizations in civil society， the 
goal of the left to extend democracy to every dimension of work must 
sl1cceed not only in cl1tting work time bl1t also in building possible 
protagonists separate!y.80 
Who are， then， these new separate protagonists? Trentin pays 
attention to an important but vague signal of social groups by which 
they calcu!ate and determine the necessity to creatively express their 
own various personalities in sociaJ life. Particularly important is a 
growth of voluntary groups which are active in every field of civil 
society. 代Thesegroups， either religiol1s or non臥religious，are active ^ 
where 問附r州 lU刷n
Third W orld， or in places in a state of war. In many cases， these 五
78 ibid. p. 4. 
79 Bruno Trentin. 194. Lavaro e liberta. p. 2. 
80 ibid. p. 58. 
groups show that individuals' ties to social groups has not yet com-
pletely disappeared. Through voluntary work， through verifying the 
e伍cacyof their contribution and their own choice， they verify the 
necessity to expr陀es部st出hems舵el村ve白s
Tr陀en叫1此ti加nt出hu悶sp宵roposest出ha討tthe new important actors are， there-
fore， groups of people who have their own peculiar value systems and 
have generally not joined in traditional political parties and trade 
unions. Sartori argues that "the left means a politics出atprovokes 
ethics and rejects unfairness. The strongest characteristics of the left 
can be found in the claims for justice and social justice rather than 
equality.82" If Sartori's image of the left is correct， Trentin's new 
groups share leftist values in that they pursue justice in various issues 
beyond their self-interests. 1t should be stressed that Trentin sees 
these voluntary groups as an agent that would combine the two 
mutually contradictory notions; individualism and solidarity. While 
they are individualistic in that they attain self-realization and mental 
satisfaction through their activities， they simultaneously reinforce 
citizens' solidarity through their universalistic activities pursuing 
justice. 
“Only by responding to this demand， we can give foot， voice and 
heart to the politics that would build and promote a new form of 
八 solidarity.By these forces， especially by voluntary groups， a founda-
五毛 tionfor new pacts between labor union movements and the world of 
ハ workcould be built. Without these precious actors and protagonists， 
81 ibid. p.57. 
82 Giovamli Sartori. 1993. 刊Lasinistra? E' l'etica." Giancarlo Bosetti， a 
cura di， Sinistraρunto zero. Roma: Donzelli editore. p. 11. 
each of our objects may well become merely an academic practice 
and may lead to the exposure of our inabilities.師円
Just like the PDS that emphasizes its tie to new social movements， 
Trentin points out the signficance of solidarity with voluntary groups. 
He insists that unions must change themselves in establishing net. 
works among separate new actors. ln Italy like in other European 
countries， the unions in the 1990s recognize themselves as a political 
actor (un so，沼 etoρolitico)beyond mere interests groups. They could 
be a legitimate interlocutor for al kinds of voluntary， political， social 
and cultural groups. At the same time， they could pursue a specific 
goal to transform this society by extending the democratic frontier. 
Only by doing so， the unions could build a placid solidarity of refor. 
mist activities among various protagonists. These protagonists 
would reconcile their diverging and even conflicting interests in order 
to protect universalistic interests that they recognize.84 
Seeing a growth of individualism in the post拘industrialsociety， not 
only CGIL ex.leader Trentin but also the PDS， a core of the progres鍋
sisti， have recognized that the biggest project for the left is to build 
democratic networks based on various values and justice. This notion 
coincides with D' Arcais' "solidarity In the di妊erenceぺSalvati's“local
left" and Biasco's "short solidarity". As Salvati argues， the univer咽
salistic identity as "world citizen" can be strengthened without 八
四
oppressing local identities such as family， community， state and 毛
culture. The diversity of刊local"identity does not always harm a さ
broader and more general identity.85 
83 Bruno Trentin. 1994. Lavoro e liberta. p. 58. 
84 ibid. p.60. 
Nevertheless， itis noteworthy仕lat，even here， these intellectuals 
continue to give a certain level of importance to trade unions. 
Actually， the job has a definitive meaning for most people who work 
and live. Work not only provides an economic base but also brings 
mental satisfaction. Moreover， the position of unions based on a 
functional role of work would be essential to the establishment of 
democratic networks， since civil society hardly has ties that combine 
citizens: most social movements do not have mutual ties among 
them and tend to end up concerned only with single issues. The 
unions， without Question， put work at the center of civil society. 
However， ifunions can achieve the Qualitative changes and innova-
tions that Trentin advocates， the unions could become the agent to 
establish a placid solidarity with various new actors including volun-
tary groups， becoming a true center of democracy. 
CONClUDING REMARKS 
In March 1994， the 1うrogressistilost and the rightist alliance that 
included the N ational Alliance (Alleanza Nazionale， AN) stemming 
from a neo・fascisttrend， won an overwhelming victory. N orberto 
Bobbio argued that Italian politics would not fal into a fascist crisis 
and that the electoral results could be evaluated positively inthat the 
八 possibilityof leftist alternation of power increased. Massimo Cac-
毛 ciari，leftist Mayor of Venice， expressed a similar view : 
^ "A possibility for the left to take office can be recognized more 
easily today than in the past. It needs only a bit of political techniQue. 
85 Alberto Martinelli e Michele Salvati. 193. 電電Whatis Left: La sinistra 
disincantata" . 
The old values should be cleared of to a garret. Today， the ρrogres-
of con-mountains over unclimbable go to need 
????do sisti 
sociationalism， national-popular ideology， fascism rooted in the mass 
and venomous statism. All these things are peripheral just like dregs 
As a matter of fact， itis easy to start reliable already filtered. 
'86 programs. 
As Bobbio himself Their view， however， seems too optimistic. 
recognizes， majoritarianism creates a minority as well as a major-
The 1994 elections showed a stereotype of "dualism of democ-ity;87 
racy" in Bobbio's term. The votes for the left were， intotal， no more 
than 34% : too discouraging a result. While the PDS did not have the 
capacity to engage the hopes of the youth and the unemployed， it
simultaneously lost trust among people who had voted for the PCl_88 
Such a devastating defeat was mainly due to the PDS's inability 
to develop e妊ectiveelectoral campaigns that would attract voters89. 
Although their electoral programs contained many meaningful sug-
gestions with regards to the reforms of the state， finance and labor 
market90， the PDS was unable to promote themselves effectively at 
the polIs. 
86 L 'Estresso， 2 aprile 1994. p. 57 "Sinistra， non giocare carte inutili : 
colloquio con Massimo Cacciari" di Paolo Forcellini. ???????
p.47. 
L 'EsjJreso， 15 aprile 1994， p.54. 
Salvatore Biasco. 1994. "Programma: Il grande assente." Resef， n.6 
N orberto Bobbio. 1994. Destra e sinistra. 87 
88 
符凶器io1994，持.15-17.
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1、hePDS never lacks policy-advisers， mυst of whom are scholars 
and iournalists specialized in the fields of economics and soci辺i
Howeverヲ thePDS Is unable to policies ancl political institutions. 
fully utilize theIr advice. There is a st1'ong group within the PDS who 
a1'e stil inclined to traditional ideological and cultu1'al values instead 
This廷rouptends to hinder the development of suhstantive policies. 
of many practical ideョsin the actual electnral campaigns. 
As a matter of fact， the book， L 'Italia vers、oil 2000， w1'itten by 
leading Italian schola1's isful of deep insights and realistic formulas 
for Italian political， economic and social problems， but few people 
would consider that the actual behavIor of the PDS today coincicles 
with what the book suggests. 
1n the field of labor， ItaIian unio!1s have tried a positive and bold 
1'efo1'm， quickly responcling to the cl1'a日tictransformation of politics 
A 1'ecent merge between the biggest CGIL anc1 the ancl society. 
N otewo1'thy is that the second biggest CISL reflects such a t1'encl. 
CGIL has taken 1'efo1'ms even one step fa1'the1': it now considers that 
it is essential to establish a friendly relationship with large groups 
inc1uding the center such as Patto Segni (Palto Jり官rl'ltalia) and 
Popu]a1' Party (Partito Popolare ltalia'tlo， PPI) without giving any 
The unions are p1'ivileεe to particular parties， especially the PDS.91 
quickly 1'esponding to rapid changes In 1'eal politics. Their effo1'ts to 
?????
? reali氏nthemselves have even preceded political shifts. On the othe1' 
hancl， inthe a1'ena of pa1'ty politics， each party's reform effo1'ts tencl 
to be too cautious， sometimes dul1 and backwarcl. 
91 Author's intervie'v  with Mr. Bruno Trentin， atthe CGIL， Rome， June 
21‘1994. 
1九fhenex-Prim<吉永1inisterBerlusconi's stanc台。fpension rεIorms 
was severεly criticizεd and his popularity dropped suddenly， the 
voters' supports tumed not to the ρbut toGianfranco Fini， 
leader of the AN. Practicaily， Italian voters do not seεthe ト
tムandthe PDS in particular， as a truly rεnovated po!itical force. The 
party唾sold image has not chan又εdamong the constituents手 The
con日icts¥vithin thと PDSa日well設sfrictiりn乱mongthe pγ 
have distanced the Italian voters from the inteilectuals and fro11 
po]itics. 
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